
DRAWING CHALLENGES FOR KIDS 



1. Draw a cover for your favourite book

2. Draw a fantastical animal

3. Draw an imaginary friend for yourself

4. Design a robot to help you with some tasks

5. Design your coat of arms

6. Draw a short comic

7. Make a drawing in the style of your favourite cartoon

8. Make a zentangle doodle

9. Engineer an amazing treehouse

10. Draw your name in fancy letters

11. Make a picture, using three colours only

12. Draw what happiness looks like to you

13. Draw a dinosaur in modern times

14. Draw yourself if you lived a long time ago

15. Draw an underwater world

16. Draw something you can see right now

17. Go outside and draw something you find there

18. Draw yourself ten years in the future

19. Make a treasure map

20. Design a cool invention

21. Draw a house inhabited by tiny people

22. Make an impromptu squiggle, then turn it into a draw-
ing

23. Draw an animal with superhero abilities

24. Draw your preferred mode of transportation

25. Draw the sky

26. Draw your ideal pet

27. Draw a fairy based on your favourite flower

28. Design a perfect birthday cake

29. Draw your dream travel destination

30. Draw yourself dressed in an extravagant costume

31. Draw an anthropomorphic vehicle

32. Draw an amazing ride in an amusement park

33. Draw life on a different planet

34. Design a new statue for the city/town you live in

35. Draw the most beautiful flower

36. Draw a ship that would take you on a trip around the
world

37. Draw a landscape of a magical world

38. Draw the things you would pack for an adventure

39. Draw your friends as a team of superheroes

40. Draw a house of a wizard

41. Draw an animal dressed in historical attire

42. Design a maze and have someone try it out

43. Draw a memory from when you were very small

44. Design a new video game

45. Engineer a bridge that will connect two islands together

46. Draw a castle where you would like to live

47. Draw a tree that bears something unexpected

48. Make a drawing in a cave-art style

49. Draw a logo for a business you would like to start

50. Make a drawing just with dots

51. Make a draw-by-number picture and give it to someone

52. Draw your favourite recipe
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